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SOME SONGS OF THE PUGET SOUND SALISH. 

BY HELEN H. ROBERTS AND HERMAN K. HAEBERLIN. 

THE following songs were recorded during the course of field-work 
performed by H. K. Haeberlin in the fall of 1916 among the Snohomish 
and Snoqualmu Indians on Puget Sound. They were transcribed by 
Helen H. Roberts, who also supplied all of the musical remarks and 
wrote the conclusion. The general ethnological remarks on the songs 
were written by the collector. 

Song No. I was sung by Skukum George, who was a Snoqualmu 
(Sd6kwa'lbixu). Nos. 2-9 were sung by James Percival; and Nos. 

Io and Ii, by Peter Sam. The latter two men were Snohomish 

(Stl'd6h6bc). Snoqualmu and Snohomish are dialectically very 
closely affiliated, and mutually quite intelligible. All the songs were 
recorded as sung by an individual male voice, without the accom- 
paniment of a chorus, and also without the usual beating of sticks. 
The records are on file in the American Museum of Natural History 
of New York City. 

As is commonly the case in Indian music, the words of these songs 
are often not translatable, or their allusions are not intelligible. 

I. LOVE-SONG.' 

IEscak6'l ta lukua'I tcEdlala'xudxu setssia'b 
It rises the sun I think of my love 

IEscaki'l ta lukua'1 tcEdlala'xudx" setssia'b ade 
it rises the sun I think of my love 

satssia'b add. 
my love. 

In this Snoqualmu love-song all of the words were readily trans- 
latable with the exception of "add," which seems to be an interjection. 

2. James Percival called this a tribal song 2 of the Snohomish. He 
said he had learned it from his father, who belonged to this tribe. 

H6'"ya is the name of a mountain near the present town of Monroe. 
The great transformer, DO'kuibEl, had ordained that the Snohomish 
should be the only tribe who could get guardian-spirits on this moun- 
tain. If the member of another tribe should try to do so, he would 
get sick and die. 

The phrase la't'bac tu'xba ho"ya was translated "h6"ya accom- 
panies [= la'a'bdc] the tribe." 

The record of this song was broken, and the notation is therefore not given. 
t Record No. 2. 
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J4 IS; Rather uneven. 

INThrooUcTIO. 

H8"ya h6" ya' ha" ya h6"ya ho" ya a" ya hfi"ya h6" 
ya" 

ha" ya h5"ya h6" ya W ya hi"ya he" ya ho" ya bhi"ya 
II 

f - 
.1 

to A I 

hhi ha" ya ha" ya h6" ya b6" ya hl" ya he" ya 
III 

!* f. 

-- 

w . 

l 

r-,• " ---[ 
h" ya h" ya h" ya h" ya ho" ya b1I A' ya hi" ya 

h'" ya b)" ya htl"ya hS" ya h6" ya hbi"ya bS" ya* 
IV 

____ _ -•• 
hO" ya hU"ya hO! la' h' bac tux' ba hb" ya hb" ya hfii" ya 

V 
- ii [i l-- - •"• 

hei" ya hW" ya bfi"ya h5" ya b8" ya bh"ya hb" ya la' 

H L, t ix be h y 04 y1; yhVy 1y 
*' bic tux' ba hS" ya hO" ya hWi' ya h8" ya bO" ya hfi"ya 
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VI 

471 > 

ha" yaA hb" ya hi" ya hol la' ' bac tux' ba 

bh" ya h6" ya hb" ya h6" ya hb6" ya hi"' ya boi 
VII 

hS" ya hti" ya b5" ya hao" ya hi"ya hS" ya la' V' bec tux' ba 

.Lwihirl 
wkt 

b8 ya h8" ya hlft" ya h" ya h6" ya hit" ya ht" ya 

From the standpoint of form, the songs reveal some points of 
considerable interest, which, though not known to be distinctive for 
that particular culture or area, are nevertheless quite different from 
those presented, for instance, among the Iroquois or Blackfoot. No 
definite statement can as yet be made concerning American Indian 
songs as a whole; and conclusions can only be drawn after an exhaus- 
tive study of the music of different areas, which so far has not been 
accomplished. 

General remarks concerning the noticeable features of the songs 
of this particular people are given at the end of the article, after their 
presentation and the observations upon each. 

It has been stated frequently that love-songs are difficult to obtain; 
if so, the collector was fortunate in acquiring three in the present 
small collection. One has been lost, however, through the breaking 
of the record; but the text has been obtained, and is given partly in 
preference to ignoring it altogether, and partly because the poetic 
sentiment alone is worth the consideration. 
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As a general guide in reading, it may be said that the oblique lines 
through the body of the notes indicate, according to their direction, 
deviation upwards or downwards from the pitch as otherwise noted. 
One line marks a deviation of about a quarter-step; two lines, less 
than a quarter-step. More accurate pitches are not at present 
obtainable. The use of sharps and flats conforms to current rules, the 
sign holding for the remainder of the measure in which it occurs. 
Where a song is throughout less than a sernitone from the true pitch or 
"key," it is indicated at the beginning, and then written as if in the 
"pure" key. Where holds are indicated, however, the accepted value 
of repetition of the length of the note is not maintained. They are 
only used where it was exceedingly difficult to fix a definite value to 
the extended length, which is less than half a beat. Where there is a 
recognized half-beat or more, it has been thought best to represent it 
in actual note values, even where this creates a 24 or 31 beat measure; 
for, since sometimes this has been actually found to add up to the 
required metric unit, it is not safe to disregard "extra" lengths, or 
to consider them unintentional. 

This song presents practically the same musical phrase throughout, 
similar to the first, which serves as an introduction. Beginning 
with I, each division is composed of two phrases, A and B, which 
differ slightly from each other, and each division differs in minor 
particulars from every other; but with the introduction of each divi- 
sion there is a rise in pitch of about a quarter-tone. This tendency 
to raise the pitch is characteristic of James Percival's singing. Divi- 
sion VI is interesting because of the extension, of which there are 
many forms even in this small number of songs. Extensions are a 
trait worthy of particular mention, and seem to have attained a 
remarkable development in this region. Division VII is only a half- 
division, - the balancing section to the introduction, - and forms a 
coda, from the melodic as well as from the rhythmic point of view. 
It may readily be seen that fundamentally this song contains an 
exceedingly well-balanced theme, showing perhaps not much variety, 
but certainly an employment (unconscious, no doubt) of the form 
called "question and answer," which here, as usually in Occidental 
modern music, appears in phrases of four measures each, extensions 
excepted. The metric analysis of this and a few of the others is par- 
ticularly interesting in the light of some Iroquois material recently 
studied. In this song there seems to be a metric unit centring around 
47-49. This variation would argue against the theory of the existence 
of metric units, were it not for the fact that this unit is exceedingly 
long, and that the holds are responsible for the variation; and it 
cannot be said in just how far these are a vital part of the unit. Where 
metric units are found, slight variations are much less common, in 

VOL. 31.-NO. 122.---32. 
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the material so far studied, than cases of absolute correspondence. 
This was strikingly brought out in the Iroquois material; and it is very 
interesting to find the same idea capable of demonstration in these 
songs from the Northwest coast, even though not to such a marked 
degree, for no metric unit has been found for several of the latter. 

3. This is a song 1 of the T6bcd"did spirit. Another Snohomish 
informed me that this is the great war guardian-spirit, who gives 
courage to the warriors. Additional information on this and other 
spirits is being prepared for publication. 

The words of this song are all interjections. The actual pitch of 
the entire song is a quarter-tone lower than here given. 

A 

B our--o 

yA' 'wA 'wA 
wS. 

i 'wA&' 'w y' "wA 'wa 'w 'w 
4 

wA'wA 

B 

SV'I" 'w!.' w 'wW4 wa Y.' Iw 'wA ow& 'wa 'wl w 

III 

2 03 

yA" a'wA 'wA 'w w 
wi '?wA yA ' A'wwa 'wa 'wi 'wAI'w 

B 20 

.= - -- ----- 1113--F 

yz0'4'wa,'wil 'wA 'Wi- wAW ya"s4'wA'wA wao'wl-o'waaw 

3 

yS' 'w4 
'w,'w . 

'wi- 'wA 'wil"o 
yA'w4.' 

r 
' wa''a'"Iw wi-'w-'w lw 

1 First song on record No. 3. 
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A 
•___ 

•__•i ...... 

B 17 

B _ 

'Nw'wJ'wli 'wi- 'w 'wB"y'wB yw 'wp'w 
'wi- 

'wg 'wiL ylt 

- A'a 

LaC--:t- -b ~ I,1-F---- 

yli'' ~ wi~ (w% 'wAvi- ?wa'w R,9"w- yaa- , ? Azr "W!,9&# ( A 
a 

WI-"wA "B a, 

17 

3 3 

YA' owlwa "Wa 'wi-. "Wa "wa? ya "WA "wl owl awl 4S- awl owl 71 

to_ 

I and II are similar divisions, of two phrases each (the first con- 
taining three measures; the second, two); and obviously in each case 
the metric unit is 20. The analysis of division III is not so easy to 
determine. It might be made as follows: division III, four measures; 
and III', four measures; the metric unit for each being 17. A diffi- 
culty, however, is caused in the rise in pitch, which so constantly 
attends the beginning of a new phrase as to forbid ignoring it alto- 
gether. Hence it might be advisable to consider the first two measures 
of III as a connective, the real division starting with the change of 
key jand continuing to the end, the metric unit being 25 less the final 
exclamatory "ya" before included. 

Again, the so-called "connective" might be considered as an 
extension of division II; then divisions II and III would each con- 
tain six measures, but respectively 28 and 30 beats for the metric 
unit, I serving as an introduction. 

The melodic analysis reveals the presence of the augmented fourth 
in addition to the tones of the major triad. 

4. The following 1 is a Thbcd"did song of the Lummi Indians. 
It was sung, as was the preceding song, by James Percival, a Sno- 
homish. The T6bcd"ddd guardian-spirit is common to many Puget 
Sound tribes. The extensive ownership of this spirit by many neigh- 
boring tribes is recognized by the Indians themselves. This is in 
contradistinction to some of the other guardian-spirits which are 
attributed to only one or another of the tribes by the natives. 

1 Second song on record No. 3. 
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.r= s- 
INTRODUCTION, 

-0 A 

F.•7'•---lum~l~y. 

'1 

_ 

-- -'-'" ' 
?3?C.4"-' 

, I• e 

yA 'wA' 'wA'wA 'wA"" 
'wA yA' 'wA'wA 'wA 'w•A" 'wBg 

3- - - I x9 

4L L4 • 4L X• 

yia' 'w. 'w 'w 'w a ' waA y•.4 ' t'w 'w"P1'wA 'wA"l 'wal 
I 

-O a11 

ya "'WA, wA'wAwa 'w I A 9ac a yA, wa w'WA ol'wA 'wA 'wA'ly 

4 L7, A- 
IJ I ? 

, 
[L 

-g- .01I 

E-L-- -• ;,- 
I-- P- 

54- 
LJ ' "- "i 

y' 'wAl 'w•"'wAa 'w''wl w y4 ' 
w 'wdwa 'wgi 'wi 'wAi'wA 'wA 'wA W Al 

II 
-•4L--9. 

~124. 1 rtt. ~1 w 

iz 3-44 84 61 i.)~?;?f~- 
93-9 u-S? 

CODA. 
wA''wAt'wA"'w'wA'wA'wA'wA y-'w 'wA'w~A'w 'w& wi- 'wAs'ww wAwA III 91A~w ,'AWA'W !,wfi,,WA ya 1 9 wa'twa,'wi wi awaw B ' wAB' fi, 

L- A AL - We 

it toL1 

ito 
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This tune is of value purely for its melodic and metric units, for the 

syllables contain no known sense. It is composed of an introduction 
of four irregular measures, comprising, in all, 19? beats, and divided 
into two sections of more or less similar character. 

Divisions I and II are of five measures each, divided into sections 
of 3 and 2; but in I the three measures come first, the third being 
an extension of the second, while in II the two measures occur first, 
are repeated, and then a return to the first measure follows as a kind 
of codca. 

Although the measure-lengths in each division are different, they 
add up to 24 as the metric unit. 

5. This is a woman's song 1 of the sqai'p guardian-spirit. It was 
sung by James Percival, not by a woman. Both men and women may 
have the sqai'p spirit. It is one of the lesser spirits; and while it 
seems to have special associations with war, it is also powerful in 
the pursuits of peaceful life. As a war-spirit, it is much less powerful 
than Thbca"dad. 

The first part of the song is not translatable. The second part 
was translated as follows:- 

la'e'bac 
he walks 

ba'a'tsiltalbixu 
as a human being 

t6'xbasnfi'ku. 
but he is not one. 

S 2z 6 (about). 
INTRODUCTION, 

. h. 'n.•nbw' i-iwi- i - i.... 
. h, 

'n niw 
.i,-i. 

L II 

- i.... i t b'nni iw~.i, t - i .. hw'n n.iw.-i - 

- - i... a h'nfnfw w -i - i i -i - i .... a h'n•iwe 1 

i .i. A b 'fn ni we - i - t i .. . A hb'n ni . -i 

1 First song on record No. 4. 
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' 
nE n we i 

'O 
- p bp' - V%1_4 

I 2 

h,' 
ni - ni w - 

dl- 
- i - i hn fni we- i - i - i i 

.2i 

- - I h6 4' - i - i. ... la' - '- .... bacba'a tsittatbit6'- 

bh'n- nflas i-i-i 
- i'k l' ..i bhB' nb w nalta e-i - 

t'bas 
nit- 

i. i - ik l""a' e'.. , bac ba'a tsil tat bix" 

t5'x ba nil- il - ilku h - - i 

All tones found. 
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Falsetto singing is rather common, and this is an example. Here 
both an introduction and a coda appear, the former attractive on ac- 
count of its melodic structure, with the use of the sixth of the minor 
scale and the secondary seventh chord basis, from the root D , imply- 
ing a melodic minor in the first measure. The subsequent modulation 
from minor to major, as well as the numerous extensions, no two 
of which are alike, are also noteworthy. Although there is no really 
new material in the main body of the song, the presence of the sixth of 
the major scale, carrying out in that mode the idea in the first measure 
of the introduction, and of the triplet form covering two beats, marks a 
departure. There are in this section 29 beats in the metric unit; while 
in the following, I', the lengthening of the last note (really a hold) 
brings the unit up to 30 instead of 29. Frequently at the end of 
sections, such a pause occurs before the attack on a new part. This is 
particularly noticeable in Iroquois songs, especially if the next section 
begins on a much higher note. 

I" is the beginning of the real song, or at least of the sentence; 
and here a marked change of rhythm accompanies the words. Though 
this phrase is quite different from the other in structure, its metric 
unit is also 30, hence the "hold" at the end of the previous division 
may have been not unintentional. The whole is followed by a coda, 
the exact duplicate of the ending of the introduction. 

6. This is a man's song 1 of the sqai'p guardian-spirit. Both men 
and women who had this spirit would show that they were immune 
from pain. Their performances consisted in such things as eating 
fire and dancing on burning ashes. When this particular song was 
sung, the performer would stick a dagger through his skin, one on 
each side. The words of the song have reference to this. They 
were translated to me as follows: - 

asnanfi'kum' 
he cannot be hurt 

asxd'lfilits!a' 
when he has his 

colored costume on 

ni'lfxu. 
he is here now. 

out 
1 a - - E 

l's •n• kiim'as x•'I i li' tS1a' 8's nB 
nlkurn'as 

xa'1 i1 Ii' ts!a' 

u 'r 
, • um'a'l 1's!a' 's NNfkum'as-"li l'ts!a' 

A's u& nkumn'as z&'1 U i 1"ts$a' I's ni nil kum'asift'l A IF'ts'a' 

1 Second song on record No. 4. 
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___________________III 

be' i 's v~ nil kum' as xa'I i li' tsta' 

As n • niflkum'as xA1 J li'.ts!a' * 's nAnlkum'as xi'l fi li' ts!a' 

III 

be' - I ni' I'x" snA.di kum' as x '1 l Ii' ts!a' ni' 

ZZ'*snunil kum'asxA'1 ii It' ts'a' ni' I'xusnH nul kum'as' xA'l1 i li' ts!a' 

IV 

bh' I I au' 'xI' snA niu kum'as x'l i li' ts!a ni' 

4%IIIT11 
I 

II 

L'x~' snA nu kum'as xA'l ii Ii' ts!a' ni' IA'xu sn ni' kum'as 

V 

-L 
L 

xA'l 1 li' ts!a' he' . i Wnr v1' soA nil kum' as 

xA'l i 1i' ts!a' ni' MI'x' snA nil kum' as xd'I il Ii' ts!a' 

VI 

-- ~- 

h' - i ni' Ii'x" snA nfi kum'as xi'l ifi ii' ts!a' ni' 

A'xu sn nil kum' as x' i i ts!a i hd'Xp "5n snn kum' ax xa'1 i ii" ts!aI ni' 
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Vo'u s nitin kum' as xa'l I di' ts!a' be' - i 

Voice rising by almost indefinable degrees. 

The song of the Snohomish man has somewhat the same melodic 
trend of the woman's song, reminding one of the example given by 
Dr. Sapir, in his "Paiute Myth Songs," of those belonging to the 
characters Gray-Hawk and Lizard, his wife. Here, again, a slightly 
less varying, more dignified rhythm appears in the man's song. Most 
of the measures are in 6/4, with variations to 5 and 7. The divisions 
fluctuate between four and five measures; yet, considering the poverty 
of theme, there is bewildering variation. Attention is called to the 
very pleasing alteration in the ending of division V, which is especially 
so by way of contrast to the others. No metric unit is apparent. 

7. This is a Snohomish love-song.1 Anybody was free to sing it. 
The translation of the words is as follows: - 

ma's'u'caminaxutcad 
I pity her 

tsis-iicamd'ianixu 
when she is gone 

tulds'a'taman 
she was sick 

JIh 72s-68, 

INTtODUCFTIo. 

L I 
f7 L4 IFF. I1 I 

HIa wi' tsis- C' ca mA'i yan &'x* ha, wl' tsis-tY eCa 

A 

m&'I yan &'x" hA wil - * tslsfl' ca mA'i yan A'xu lHA 

INThODUCTION REPfATRD 

wtl' tsls W ' ca mA'i yan ,x' b A w ' tsis -t' ca mA'! yan 

IbJTtOT)~frPJ RP'1LA ~ 0 

1 First song on record No. 5. 
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A' 
i 

-- 

LW 

R'•" t9 1s 'A'- 
ta.- 

man tals . 
' ca mA'f yan tt'x hA 

A' 

wPt'., -a tsis- i' ca ma'i yan A'xu hA wU' tsis- fi' ca mA'lyaom 
I~~~~~l- II I Jl 

-- - 
I I I 

A'u tMl I 'A'.t ta. man tsis-fi' ca mA'i yan A'xu hl 
A" 

2' 

? 

h___ 

t 
- - 

___I 
Am 

WW'-l- tdosi' ca mA'i yan A'xU h wa' tsws a' ca m' ya 

-L i i li 

sm' ca mn tss' ca tsisiu' ca 
tsrfa'i Ca y an 

tgi' hi 

At# 

mA'yahn f'xu hA wf' tsis -i' ca mA'li an A'xs Inm 

s'l' ca min tsisfi' ca tsbsi' ca mA't van r'xv hb 
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INTRODUCTION L tPATZD. 

w, -0I - 0 tsisi' ca mt'i yan 11'x hA wi' tsls-. I' ca 

OF 

Id I 
r 

- ," . -, -IL 

~K 

ma'i yan 1'1*' bf wf' tsis-i'V Ca mf'l yan 'xu tfl lIs 

I" 

'A- ta man tsis -' O ca m'i yan 'xu ma' - 

U' ca min A'xu tca'd tsis - fI' ca mA'i yan 
&'x. 

4•. -- 

The melodic analysis shows here an occasional introductory measure, 
- at least, it so appears, - but there is no syllabic change. Here, 
again, bewildering variations of a simple theme confront the student. 
There seems no doubt but that these were quite intentional. One 
becomes more and more convinced of this, the longer one studies 
them. The words do not necessitate the alterations, and they can 
therefore hardly be accounted for in any other way than as evidences 
of playing with the theme, such as has been known to occur in other 

phases of culture; for instance, basketry. The divisions and markings 
indicate quite plainly the points of resemblance and difference in 
this song; and little else need be said than to call attention to the 
last measure, where four sixteenths are substituted for the seemingly 
almost habitual triplet, giving one quite a shock, somewhat of the 
character experienced in playing for the first time Bach's Inventions 
and Fugues, upon sudden reversions to the relative major at the end, 
after long discourses in minor. 

8. This is a woman's love-song,i sung in this case by James Percival. 
I Second song on record No. 5. 
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The translation was given as follows:- 

ocimitsaxu 
pity me 

dagwa'cab 
you are the 
one who 

xwe'tigwatsfixw~ la'ak!u 
I am not getting foolish 

ti'hixwala'ak!u 
has become foolish. 

The information was volunteered that the singer would be thrown 
over by her lover. The words of the song are supposed to have 
reference to this. 

S= 1oo00 Rather uneven. 
I 

X -' 
-. _ __ *0- 

- ------ 

0' ci mi tsaxu yA' b c 6' ci mi tsaxu ya' bbi 

6' ci ml tsa-y yA' bho ' ci mi tsaxu ya-' ha' 

A' 

F - F 

xwt'" td gw. tsux wA' la'ak!U xwe" ti gwl tsiau wi' la'ak!u da 

II A 
Ex 

gwa' cab ti' ~i xwA' la'ak!u 0' ci mi tsarx yl hAb 

Ex. 

6' ci mi tsax~ yA' bA da gwa' ca" - ab tr'fix wa la' ak!- 

A' 

UxWr" tl gwA tsux wA la' ak!- da gwa' cab ti' 
" 
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A" 

wl.' 1a ak* 8' a, ml tsaxU y i' ht , 6' d m tsax 

Ex 
- Record cut off. 

yL ha ya 
xwa ia' akt!o 

v W 

Here is a truly human document. We at once acquire an interest 
quite apart from the music. The melody, though in major tonality, - 
not minor, be it noted, as might be supposed, according to the theme 
and the popular notion of Indian composition and tonality, --is, 
however, quite in keeping. There is a nice little touch of expression 
at just the right point. The extensions and rise in pitch should be 
noted. Perhaps here, however, the latter is not without really 
natural causes! It is unfortunate that the record ended before the 
song did, though that sort of theme might have been protracted 
endlessly! 

9. The following is a doctor's medicine-song.' It is a series of 
seven different tunes, each of which terminates with a long-drawn- 
out 'wi. James Percival said that a doctor would sing the various 
medicine-songs he owned just in this way, one after another, with a 
'wi at the end of each one. Only the following words could be trans- 
lated: i'adzSdzdq! ("to turn around"), latfi'lilts ("to go across"), 
tc !'alatc!atstit (the name of a spirit). 

Although in each of these songs, all the tones of a scale as indicated 
by the signatures have not occurred, it has been thought best to use 
the full signature, since the impression of key and tonality is so 
strongly implied, and since, after all, we are obliged to transcribe 
these songs by a comparatively inelastic system of notation, which is 
always more or less inadequate. The tones as actually occurring 
appear at the end of each song. 

1 Record No. 6. 
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A -- 

g"a yi' yA yA' yi' yA yA' yi' yA yA' A'' yi' y 

ya' yf' yB yA' yi' yA yA' yi' y 
, y.' ,", yi' 

y, 

..e 
--- 

.I 
-i• 

-- 
t . 

- 

. 

y I'y y'F yA yA' yi' yA yA' 'wi- i! 

-- 
4- 

"'' dzal dzalq! A' d dza dzaq'! A" dza dza'~! A' dza dzaq! 
-?-? - 1 i!- -?- - 

A' 

yAy_ 

yAyA yAL yii yyA a yA"a i f 

" 

y-i----"------- ---' " 

y 

'• ya ya yfi y A yz 
a 

yI y 
,"a 

y ya' ya y a YW yda y y 

CAm 

.3-' 3 0-t--3 !W .344 
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AL 
A-L 

N1 am 

la tfi' lilts til.la tf' lilts I i' y&' w& w& w& w& la 

3 
L•,--v 

•• 
. 

- ,v v v - L --v t: " - • 

til' lilts ti -la tfi' lilts I ya' wA wA wA wA la 

tia' lilts til-la tia' lilts i y1' wa wa wa wf w wi la 

- -?- -- 8 - --- 4iL 
- L - •:•_•_3 

tiw' ilts t.la til' lilts I y' w&I w A wA wA 'wi- I I 

'." -- - " -- 

wa w a *w i wh fi' wia wia wi'* wE wi1 wit ~w wit wI 

wii'" wi wiv w I 
ww 

w w "a w" w i' wE wai' wti wi 'wi-I 

L•.-i- 
- 
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= 132. 

+T~ 

Tc!"* tfa tcla tsfi't fi y yfi' yi yA y' tc!A" f ta tc!a 

tsil't ifa ya y'' yi vA yA' y! A yd, tc%"a ta tc!a 

tsfi't 

•- 

ya 

y_ 

' 
yi 

y, 

yd 
yi 

--1Y!, 

tc 

*Ivafat=ch B 

tsi't i ya yA' yi y vYA' yi y1 yA' tc'W'S ta tc!a [--- 

tsil't i y&i yi' yi yg yA' yi y yR' te!8"? la tc!a 

40- 
.-. 

4. 

--" 
' __ ___ 

tsil't i y• y' yi y! 
y&.' 

yi yA yA' ,yi y A y'A -a - t sy 

-2' 

tc!a''a a tc!a tsf't fj 
y&, yr yj ya- yj' y V 

ylily' Vi VA yA' 
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tc'A"* la tc!a tsi't i ya ya' yi y ' yi yA ya v' yi- yA yA' 
C 

4-- 
--- 6 

.-.-7--3 

111 

Tc!ata tcs a estot (I yA yA' yi yA yta' yi y& 'yo tcW" 

3 4 

yi3 yl YA ' yi yl A yfi' A tc!A" yi yfiy• yl yA 

D 

A 

-i - Z 

yi' A yil yI ya yil' yi yA yil' yl yaI Tat 'f 

B 

tc!"* ii ya vil' yi y yil' yi ya yi' 'wi - i 

7...4_.- 

= 132. 

4IA' yIU ty 

W' y ylya yA ' "i yA y,' yi ya y'i yA a' 
VOL. 31.-NO. 122.-33. 
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ii 

J 
-?" I '• 

-y 
y IONy y 

gr , A A YAi yf yl y! Y ya p, ' ' 

No. I contains nothing new except the "anticipatory extension" 
in A' and the slight melodic change in A". 

For all these songs the almost complete regularity of measures 
should be observed, likewise the four-measure construction of the 

phrases and their perfect balance according to "classical" European 
notions, if the European standpoint enters here at all. 

No. 6, which is quite elaborate, is chiefly so, again, on account of 
the extensions. The metric unit is obvious for all songs except 6. 
Here a definite unit for the sections has not been found. Augmenta- 
tion and diminution of phrases by the introduction or elimination of 
extensions seems, on the other hand, to be the case, and comes out 
rather regularly and interestingly. 

No. 7 presents the four-measure phrase last, and its three-phrase 
construction is not particularly common anywhere in songs I have 
studied. 

io. This is a gambling-song' used in connection with the slaha'I 
game. The translation was given to me thus: --- 

lusd'xwabtcad 
I am going to run 

dux"~'gutsap 
between 

a'tldi'a'lest up 
his legs (of the wolf). 

.1 = 9*. 

3 -O- -P- 3 -0- K 

a - 
swab tcad A g tsap' ' ta d 'A' lt cup' 

- F 

. 
I I 

"3 
I 

't 

__:4 - W ' ! g. "r . . , d, ,. 
' 

,p- " 
___ 

. 

fi'xs xwab 
tcad II' gu tsaap' A' ta di 'A' l~t cup' Iti 

s0'xwa cd f•"•" g tsaap' A' ta di 'A' lMt cup, 16 

1 First song on record No. 7. 
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Li- 8 

sA'x waab tcad duxu a' gn tsaap' A' ta di 'A' let cu . up' l 

- _ 
_ 

pp mf 
3 - -3 

, " 

sAx wa'b 
tcadduxu ' gu tsap' A' tA di 'A' let cu - u u- up' 19 

--- • •• •_--- 

sa'i wa*b tcasd duxW A' gu tsap' A' ta di ''s let cu . u - u up' 1i 

= - -=---) E" ---P 

sA'x wab tcad du '' gO tsap' A' ta di 'A' let cu 
- 

u. u -up' lii 

inf - I -- 

sA'x waab tcad duxa A' gU tsap, 
A' ta di 'A' let cu - u - 

u " 
u -up' 1I 

A dL -u 

3' w 
- 
0t'4- -_ _ 

sl'x waab tcaad duxuA1' gu tsaap' A ' ta di 'A' let cu -u - uuup' lii 
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sA'gx wa'b tcatddt•u•'' gU tsap' •,? ta di 'gt' Iet cii - ii - u" up' 1te 

sA'x wab tcadduxu 
.' 

gU tsap' 5' ta di 'A' let cu u, - uu- up' It 

v L_ sA'x waeb tcad 
dx.u' 

gn tsap' di' ta di 'a' leot cu - u - umt- up' 

r.. 

: 
---I 

- 1-r-- 1-- -tWF 

sa'x waab tcald duxu A' g' tsap' A' ta d! 5' leot cu u - uUo-upp 

~57A 
- 

Augmentation of measures is the unique feature here, and is a 

phenomenon wholly unconnected with the words. The pulsations 
with the increase of volume on C are most peculiar, and have the effect 
of waves of sound. Another peculiar feature is the carrying of the 
vowel in the syllable "cup" over several beats, ending with the 

explosive p before the immediate resumption of the sentence. 

I I. This is a guardian-spirit song.1 The yeye'i is supposed to imi- 
tate the sound of the echo. The translation was given as follows: 

6ts tsa'tbd 
it is making a 

noise 

tidi6'tsid 
across 

hwe e'yycho. 
the echo. 

, " 12f 
I 

Ots ts6' t6d 6ts ts6' ti6d ti di 6' tsid' ti di 6 tsid 

II 

ha wA'Y' yA' ye'" yYi' hb wAA'Y v' yei' 6ts ts'5 t6d 6ts 

1 Second song on record No. 7. 
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~A -lit"O 

ts' td' ti di W' tsilld ti di ' tsi'~d 

P-I2 A F [ 0r HP i 
-=Olt 

hA wlt' yA yLK h wly'• y/ 
yo, y151 y64 yet 

0.) 
*0 - W, 

This charming little song has all the mystery that echo inspires, 
and the echo itself is part of the melody. One can well imagine it occu- 
pying a fitting position among collections of folk-songs for children. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

The most striking features of the songs as a whole have already come 
out in the particular analyses. It remains only to sum them up. 
In the first rank, in point of abundance and variety, come the exten- 
sions and the variations on a given theme. Lengthy introductions, 
with a sentence body and occasional codas, also occur. Melodically 
they are not so rich, nor is there often any very noticeable expression. 
There seem to be fewer distinct tones used than in the songs of other 
areas studied, those of the major triad having a decided preference. 
Exceptions do occur, however, in the use of all other tones of both 
major and minor diatonic scales, even the augmented fourth of the 
major, and seventh of the melodic minor, appearing; but their use is, 
on the whole, rare. The fifth above and below the tonic is found, 
but the octave of the tonic only once. 

Except for the rise in pitch throughout the song, in all of James 
Percival's singing, which cannot be proved at present to be other 
than a personal characteristic, there is not much "off-pitch" singing, 
as it is called; and such as does occur is only the result, apparently, 
of careless intonation, the same "alteration" frequently not being 
a feature of a section otherwise repeated exactly. 

In fact, the singing is much more true to what is known as the 
Occidental scale system than that of the Dakota, for instance. 
Throughout whole songs there is often not one "off" tone. The 
writer is inclined to think the "scale systems" for this area are there- 
fore quite comparable to the European, and it is also perhaps un- 
necessary to state that the songs bear no trace of European influence. 
It has not been determined in just how far the phonograph which it 
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was necessary to use in reproducing, was responsible for muffled 
intonation and enunciation. That it had some effect is certain, but 
great care was taken to record the pitches as accurately as possible 
with the means at hand. 

It cannot at present be said that there is a strong evidence for the 
appearance of definite metric units in Snohomish songs, but only that 
sufficient examples have been found to be interesting for comparison 
with those of some other areas. Eventually the metric unit may be 
discovered largely to control the whole situation 1 in Indian music, 
and the melodic to be subordinated to it. As yet this is only a theory. 
However, it is a perfectly natural assumption, founded on the well- 
known predominance of rhythm over melody in primitive music, and 
its much greater development as compared even with modern music. 

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, 
NEW YORK CITY. 

I This idea was suggested by Dr. Boas, and so far the investigations based upon it 
have given some very interesting results. 
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